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Human Bodies on Mars 

Prep Time 

30 minutes 

Lesson Time 

55 minutes 

Essential Questions 

What characteristics of the planet Mars are most important to know to be able to understand why NASA 

scientists are focusing on Mars exploration? 

What would the human experience be on Mars, and how does it affect or limit exploration? 

Teacher Notes/Background: 

You will be doing a demo of an experiment at the beginning of this lesson.  It is necessary to read 

through and prepare this lesson in advance. 

 

You will also be setting up 4 stations in your room.  You will need to plan some space for students to 

move around the room, as well. 

 

This lesson cannot be done in full in 45 minutes. If needed, cut the initial Sponge-Spine demonstration 

to allow enough time for students to pick Mission roles. This is related to the MED and Life Support 

(LS) teams for the CLC Mission. 

 

 

Objectives 

SWBAT use their 

knowledge of the 

reaction of human 

bodies to the envi-

ronment on Mars to 

design a safe space 

station to support 

human life on Mars.  

Standards 

Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and failure points are considered 

to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be improved. (3-5-ETS1-3)  



Prep: 

 Print copies of Lab Observation Sheet, Do Nows, Job Descriptions, and Job Applications.  

 Prepare all stations: 

Sponge Spine: 

 Cut a sponge into three pieces, 1-2 in. squares and use a hole-puncher to put a circular hole in the middle. 

 On your pipe cleaner alternate pieces of sponge and wooden spool.  

 Use pipe cleaner to add arms and legs to the spine.  

 Make sure you leave space at the bottom between the “spine” and “legs” for then the spine ex-

pands.  

 Have a container of water ready for the demonstration.  

 

Station 1—Beans in Space: 

 Line two coffee cans (or another opaque container) with padding materials, such as newspaper or packing pea-

nuts. This will keep the beans from rattling.  

 Label one can “EARTH” and pour 3 cups of dried beans into it. Add more packing if needed to prevent rattling.  

 Label the other can “MARS” and pour 1 cup of dried beans into it. Add more packing if needed to prevent 

rattling.  

(Note: You can increase or decrease the amount of beans in each one, but keep the 3:1 weight ratio.) 

4. Tape lids on to secure both.  

 

Station 2—Bouncing Balls: 

1. Label the high-bounce ball “MARS.” 

2. Label the low-bounce ball “EARTH.” 

 

Station 3—Measuring Up: 

 Cut enough string for all student pairs to use one, at least 1 foot long. 

(Note: The length is not important so you can cut a model string and have pairs cut their own at the station. 

 

Station 4—Bones: 

 Get enough Styrofoam cups for each pair to have. 

 Label half “EARTH (or BONE ON EARTH)” and poke 5 holes around the sides using a sharp pencil. 

 Label the other half “MARS (or BONE ON MARS)” and poke ~25 holes around the sides.  

Human Bodies on Mars 
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Materials 

 Two cans labeled EARTH and 

MARS. (See “Prep” for instruc-

tions on making these) 

 Lab Sheet 

 Lab Station Directions 

Students will be rotating through 4 stations: 

Station 1 - Beans in Space 

Students will do 20 curls with each of the containers and compare which used 

more effort and helped build muscles faster. 

** Students will be testing out how much more you need to exercise to get a 

workout in space because of the lower gravity.   
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Materials 

 Sponge-spine model 

 Container of water 

 Lab Observation Packet 

 Ruler 

What would happen to your body on Mars? Today we’re going to explore 

how our bodies would react to being on the red planet. 

What do we know about Mars? How does the gravity on Mars compare to the 

gravity on Earth? We talked on Day 1 about how you would weigh less on 

Mars, but would your height change? Why or why not? 

Here we have a model of a human. This is the spine on Earth; the sponges are 

the discs and wooden spools are the vertebrae. On Earth, our bodies are al-

ways experience gravity.  It is constantly pulling us down towards the Earth. 

Let’s compare Earth to Mars. 

[Measure the “spine” or ask for students to help.]  

When we are on Mars, our bodies no longer experience the same gravity as 

on Earth.  In space we experience microgravity. This means there is less gravi-

ty pushing down on us. Let’s see what happens if there is less gravity pushing 

on us. This pool of water will represent space/Mars. 

[Put the spine model into the water.  Allow a minute for the sponges to ab-

sorb water. Pull it out and measure the “spine” again.  It should have expand-

ed. ] 

This is how our bodies would react on Mars where there is less gravity then 

on Earth.  So, what would happen to your height on Mars? If your spine gets 

longer, what do you think would happen? 

We’re going to try a few more experiments to help us learn about our bodies 

in space. 

Explain the stations students will be rotating though (explanations and direc-

tions below) 

Break students in to 4 groups.  You may choose to partner students within 

the 4 groups.  Send students to stations.  Rotate every 5 minutes.  
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Bouncing Ball: 

High bounce ball (Mars) 

Low bounce ball (jacks ball)(Earth) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measuring up: 

For each group of 2 children you 

will need: 

 2 different colors of markers 

 1 (12–18-inch) length of string 

that will not stretch 

 A writing utensil and scrap 

paper 

 Timer or watch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bones: 

Styrofoam cups labeled EARTH and 

MARS 

Station 2– Bouncing Ball 

Predict which ball (Earth or Mars) will bounce higher and longer. 

Test how a ball bounces on the Mars compared with on the Earth. The cards 

explain that the Earth ball will simulate how a ball bounces on Earth and the 

other will simulate how a ball bounces on the Mars. Each student will drop 

the “Earth” and “Mars” balls from shoulder height and observe what hap-

pens.   

Compare observations and connect them to the “real world.” Prompt the 

children to use their experiences bouncing the balls to decide whether they 

would be able to jump higher or not as high on the Mars as on Earth. Have 

them connect that how high they jump depends on gravity. There’s more on 

Earth pulling them down so its harder. 

 

Station 3– Measuring up 

Measure the same changes that astronauts experience in space. Each pair of 

students will take turns with the following steps: 

 While they are standing up, wrap the string once around your partner’s 

ankle. Make a mark where the end of the string comes back into contact 

with the rest of the string. Measure the distance from the end of the 

string to the mark and record your measurement. 

 Have your partner lay on the floor near a wall with his or her legs in the 

air leaning against the wall for one minute.  After one minute, measure 

his or her ankle again — while his or her legs still are propped against the 

wall —with a different color, and record that measurement. Be sure to 

measure the ankle at the same place. 

 What do you notice? Predict why that might happen, based on what you 

know about gravity and blood flow. 

 

Station 4- Bones 

Compare the models of the bone on Earth with the bone in space. 

 Stand each of the “bones” (cups) upright on a flat surface. 

 Place your hand, palm down, on top of the Earth bone. Gently press 

down and observe whether it is difficult or easy to crumple. 

 Gently press down on the “space bone” and observe how difficult or easy 

it is to crumple. 

 What do they notice? Predict why you think that happened 

 

Human Bodies on Mars 
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Materials Debrief on stations 

Gather students back together as a whole group.  Discuss each of the centers, 

what happened at each and the key takeaway from each station. A thorough 

explanation is listed for each station. Use as much of this as you see fit with 

your students.  

Station 1—Beans in Space 

On Mars (a microgravity environment), astronauts’ muscles become smaller 

and weaker because their muscles don’t have to work hard to lift their bod-

ies or the equipment that the astronauts use. In space, where there is no 

gravity for their muscles to pull against, their muscles become weaker. Imag-

ine if all you had to lift was something as heavy as the MARS can of beans.  

Astronauts  work out almost two hours every day while they are in space and 

even then, they still lose muscle mass. Kids and adults on Earth also lose mus-

cle mass if we don’t exercise enough! There are many challenges astronauts 

face as they live and work in space. Daily life in space is different than life on 

Earth, but in both environments humans have the same basic needs. 

 

Station 2—Bouncing Ball 

Summarize that the Mars ball bounced higher and for longer than the Earth 

ball. This simulates Earth’s greater force of gravity pulling on the ball more 

than Mars’s smaller force of gravity. Mars’s smaller force of gravity offers 

opportunities for fun! 

Human Bodies on Mars 
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Note: It will be challenging for students to make the connection on their own, 

so you may just have to explain this one to them.  

Blood and water are constantly circulating  throughout the body. You don’t 

feel it, but on Earth gravity is pulling your blood down. When there is less 

gravity, like on Mars, fluids, like blood and water in your body, float. They 

aren’t getting pushed down anymore so they will move higher up in your 

body. This is why when astronauts first get to space the top half of their body 

will look bigger and their face will look puffy, while their legs and ankles will 

be smaller. This is what happened to you ankles in this station. The blood left 

your ankles and they got smaller.  

Their body will go back to normal when they return to Earth.  

Station 4– Bones 

Explain that in space (a microgravity environment), astronauts’ bones be-

come weak. Their muscles don’t have to work as hard, and the muscles don’t 

have to pull as hard on the bones to support the astronauts’ bodies, just like 

we learned in the CAN Station. The “space bone” hadn’t gotten enough exer-

cise, and it lost minerals and became weak. Astronauts must exercise almost 

two hours each day and get a diet rich in calcium to help keep their bones 

from getting too weak until they return to Earth. 

It is important to emphasize that being in space does not put holes in your 

bones. This activity uses models of bones (cups) to demonstrate the effects of 

mineral loss in bones as a result of being in space. The “bone” (cup) with 

more holes models a bone that is less healthy than the “bone” (cup) with 

fewer holes. 

Human Bodies on Mars 
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Materials 

KWL Chart from the First Lesson 

Now that we know about how Mars affects humans, other living items, how it 

compares to Earth, how to launch and land a rover, and how to search for 

water—we are ready to complete our KWL Chart.  What have we learned?  

Turn and talk to your neighbor, and let them know one thing you have 

learned during our study of Mars. 

Fill in the “L” section of the chart by calling on students to share what they 

have learned. 
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Materials 

KWL Chart from the First Lesson 

Have we answered the questions we had at the beginning of our study?  Let’s 

look at our questions, one by one, and find out. Complete the KWL Chart with 

you students. 

Encourage students to continue independent research on any questions that 

have been left unanswered. 



Additional Resources: 

Parts of this lesson are adapted from The Lunar and Planetary Institute Health in Space 

http://www.lpi.usra.edu/education/explore/space_health/space_stations/ 

Extensions and  Enrichment 

 Students can research more about humans in space.  Create a poster or Power Point presentation 

to share with younger grades or community members during a science night or fair. 

 Students can create their own habitat for Mars that would include ways for astronauts to keep 

their bodies healthy. 

 Students can create a Healthy Human plan to combat the effects of Mars.  

Human Bodies on Mars 



 
Do Now 

 

What do you think happens to your height on Mars?  Do you grow, shrink, or stay the same?     

Explain your answer.  

 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Name: _________________________________________         Class: ____________ 

 
Do Now 

 

Name: _________________________________________         Class: ____________ 

What do you think happens to your height on Mars?  Do you grow, shrink, or stay the same?     

Explain your answer.  

 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 



               Beans in Space 
Do 20 curls with Earth container.  Record the 

effort it took. 

 

Do 20 curls with Mars container.  Record the effort it took. 

 

Compare which used more effort and helped build muscles faster. 

Bouncing Ball 
Predict which ball (Earth or Mars) will bounce higher and longer.  

Test how a ball bounces on the Mars compared with on the Earth. The 

cards explain that the Earth ball will simulate how a ball bounces on Earth 

and the other will simulate how a ball bounces on the Mars. Drop the 

“Earth” and “Mars” balls from shoulder height and observe what happens.   



Bones! 
Compare the models of the bone on Earth with the bone in space. 

 Stand each of the “bones” (cups) upright on a flat surface. 

 Place your hand, palm down, on top of the Earth bone. Gently press 

down and observe whether it is difficult or easy to crum-

ple. 

 Gently press down on the “space bone” and  observe 

how difficult or easy it is to crumple. 

 What do you notice? Why do you think that happened? 

                  Measure Up 
Measure the same changes that astronauts experience in space.  

 While they are standing up, wrap the string once around your partner’s 

ankle. Make a mark where the end of the string comes back into contact 

with the rest of the string. Measure the distance from the end of the 

string to the mark and record your measurement. 

 Have your partner lay on the floor near a wall with his or her legs in the 

air leaning against the wall for one minute.  After one minute, measure 

his or her ankle again — while his or her legs still are propped against the 

wall —with a different color, and record that measurement. Be sure to 

measure the ankle at the same place. 



 

Beans in Space 

Directions: Do 20 curls with the Earth can.  Then, do 20 

curls with the Mars can.  Which one took more effort?  

Why? 

Bouncing Ball 

Directions: Predict which ball will bounce higher. Drop 

each ball from shoulder height.  What happens? 

Earth: Prediction- 

 

Result- 

 

Mars: Prediction- 

 

Result- 

Measuring Up 

Directions: Follow the center directions to measure your 

partner.  What happened?  Why?  Hint: Think about 

gravity and blood flow.  

Bones 

Directions: Put your hand flat on the top of the cup and 

gently push down.  What happens? Why? 
 

Earth: 

 

 

Mars: 

Name _____________________________________________________________ 

Bodies in Space Lab Sheet 

Directions: Record what happens at each station in the correct box below.   

Remember, scientists write down information so they can share it with others.  You will need to share your 

results with the class.  Scientists use recording skills to help complete missions successfully! 



 

Keeping Your Body Healthy on Mars 

Quick Sketch — Draw and label how 

your activity keeps a human body 

healthy on Mars. 

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________ 

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________ 

Write about an activity you could do to maintain a healthy body while living on Mars. 



 
Challenger Center thanks Subaru for sponsoring the  
development of these materials. Resources like this are an  
invaluable addition to the teacher toolkit, and will be utilized 
by thousands of teachers across the United States. 

About Subaru of America, Inc. 
Subaru of America, Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Fuji Heavy Industries Ltd. of  
Japan. Headquartered at a zero-landfill office in Cherry Hill, N.J., the company markets 
and distributes Subaru vehicles, parts, and accessories through a network of more than 
620 retailers across the United States. All Subaru products are manufactured in  
zero-landfill production plants, and Subaru of Indiana Automotive, Inc. is the only U.S.  
automobile production plant to be designated a backyard wildlife habitat by the  
National Wildlife Federation. For additional information, visit media.subaru.com. 

http://media.subaru.com/


All materials contained within this book are the sole property of Challenger Center. 

© Challenger Center 2016 


